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From the Chaplain

THE QUONDAM EDITOR

A Fairy Tale?

The Quondam on Elections

Rev. Ben Phillips

MICHAEL ROYSTER
This month’s edition deals with two important elections.
Notwithstanding the fact that almost no readers can vote in either
election, the editors feel it’s important to cover them both.
The first to occur will be the Scottish Referendum. On Thursday,
September 18th, residents of Scotland will say whether they agree
that Scotland should be an independent country. The Umbrella is
grateful to British Ambassador to Brazil Alex Ellis, newly arrived
Consul General Jonathan Dunn and the staff of the Rio Consulate,
for having provided us with guidance on the issues facing voters,
and the separate issue of “purdah”.
The next elections we treat are those that surround us who live
in Brazil, i.e. the elections coming up in early (and late) October.
Numbers abound, and can be confusing to those who have not
been here for quite some time; hence, we’ve attempted to explain
them. The idea for the article arose before the tragic accident that
took the life of presidential candidate Eduardo Campos, since
replaced by his vice presidential running mate, Marina Silva.
As this edition goes to print, all we know is that the presidential
election has become even more unpredictable.

August is famous in Brazil as a bad luck month, not least because
of the death of Brazil’s former President (and prior Dictator)
Getúlio Vargas, who committed suicide 60 years ago. The Umbrella
is grateful to our regular contributor, Peter Janos Kurz, who lived
in Rio at that time, for sharing his thoughts and remembrances of
what life then was like.
Looking forward, we note that most of our participating community
organizations are having some important events in September and
October, and we hope our readers will participate in as many of
those as possible. You can find out all you need to know about
them by turning (do it now!) to our “4 Corners and More” section.
Finally, if you like weddings and wedding anniversaries (and we’re
sure you do), just turn to “Rio Here, There and Everywhere” for a
sampler. In future, when you have family and friends news you’d
like to share, just drop us a line.
Q (his marque)

The other day I went for a walk in the
garden. We don’t have a long garden,
it’s sort of “L” shaped and I was down in
the bottom of the garden where there
is a cluster of trees. As I was rooting
around, I heard a little voice: “Help...
Help” - it said.
I thought maybe the voice had come
from the other side of the wall, but it
was very small and very quiet. I heard
it again: “Help ... Help.”
I couldn’t think where it might have
come from. I looked around and
suddenly, there in front of me, I saw
what could only be described as a little
fairy; a tiny little fairy with one of his
wings quite badly bent.
I said “Are you a fairy?”
“Don’t be ridiculous” he said
“I’m sorry,” I said “It is just that you are
so small” (he was no bigger than my
thumb nail) “and you have wings... ”
“Idiot,” he said. “I’m a boy - that makes
me a Pixie. And I’m injured - so stop
your jabbering. If you help me the Fairy
Queen will reward you.”
“How can I help?” I said.
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“Carry me to the Fairy Queen,” he said.

And I said, “Um - I’m sorry - I don’t
believe in fairies.”
And POOF! they all disappeared.
Now and again belief in God is
compared to believing in fairies at the
bottom of the garden. I am writing
to tell you that is a load of nonsense.
I do not believe in fairies; they are
nothing but children’s stories made up
to titillate the imagination.
I believe in God. I believe in God
because of the evidence of my senses.

So I gently picked him up and carried
him what can only have been a few
metres, until I felt a very strange
sensation, like I was falling down a
large hole. When I stopped falling I
was somewhere completely different,
a magical place; gathered around me
were hundreds of fairies shining like
little lights. There was one who, in her
tiny magnificence, was obviously the
queen. She said to me, “Thank you, oh
strange one - how can I reward you?”

I cannot believe that the whole
of creation is a mistake. I cannot
believe that beauty and goodness
and love are a mistake. I believe they
must have a designer; so I believe in
God.
I believe in God like most of
humanity has since the beginning of
the world. I believe in God like 85%
of the world does today. I believe
in God like an awful lot of very
intelligent people do today.
Atheism has grown hugely in the UK
and US and is beginning to grow in
Brazil. We must respect the opinions
of all but I urge you not to give up
on God lightly, simply because of the
scoffing of a small minority. And I
pray for everyone, believer and nonbeliever, that God will continue to
bless you richly in this beautiful
world he has given us.
Ben Phillips, Chaplain.
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BRITISH AND
COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY (BCS)

takes only 2 minutes, at most, to get to
the site, generate and print out a boleto.
There may be a glitch for people who
use Internet Explorer as their Internet
access program, but with Google
Chrome the process went without a
hitch.
e-News: Readers who have e-mail
(the majority) will have noticed that
with the Beatles’ Night posters the
e-News has returned to the colourfully
illustrated style it had under Robert
Hartley’s management.

BCS Beatles Night
Saturday, September 6, 8 pm
– 11pm

Jubilee Hall, Rua Real Grandeza 99,
Botafogo.
Neville Thorley’s Midnight Hour Band,
plus Martin Hester’s Beatles Choir, plus
the British School Beatles Band, will all
be playing music by the most famous
Liverpudlians ever! Come on down
and dance the night away! Cash bar,
order out pizza.

Facebook & Twitter: If you want to
check coming events and can’t find
your current copy of The Umbrella (or
if it has not yet arrived in the Correio),
go to <twitter.com/bcs.rio> – you’ll
find reminders there quicker than
downloading The Umbrella from the
BCS website. The BCS Facebook page
has been in the doldrums for the past
couple of months, but will be reviving
soon. Please upload your photos and
comments about BCS events.

Events

Communications
2014 Yearbook: If anyone still hasn’t
received their copy, please let the office
know. At least one copy delivered by
the courier was signed for, but never
received by the addressee.
The Umbrella: the cost of layout and
printing 600 copies of the new 20-page
all-colour print edition of our monthly
magazine is now R$3.300, and with
only about R$900 coming in from ads,
the BCS is subsidising it to the tune
of R$2.400 per month. Am I alone in
thinking it shows a lack of solidarity
on the part of our sister Rio Societies
that all they contribute is the cost of the
postage to their members? Could they
not at least bring in some advertising?
Website: The new system for Beatles
Night tickets is extremely simple. It
4

Confirming the amounts raised:
R$17,000 for Thiago’s Scholarship
support fund from the May dinner in
Mary Crawshaw’s house and R$6,000
for the Creating Art Together 2014
Workshop at the June Celebrity
Chef ’s dinner in the Jubilee Hall. As
mentioned before, SCM also chipped in
with a further R$885 for the workshop,
gratefully received. For reminders of
forthcoming events, see the Calendar
at the back of this issue, or the BCS
Facebook & Twitter (see above).

Welfare

Some BCS members appear to be
misinformed about eligibility for
assistance from the Welfare and Niteroi
Rest Home Funds.
The BCS Statutes on p.72 of the
2014 BCS Yearbook under aims
and objectives of the BCS states
in Article 4 II(a): “to assist in the
welfare of the members of the British
& Commonwealth community in Rio
de Janeiro, with particular support for
those facing financial difficulties.”
This does not cover people who have
assets but are in such difficulties due
to their own inability, either mental
or personal. In the case already
described on p.9 of the June Umbrella,
if the person had not been ruled
mentally ill, she could have continued
to pay for the upkeep of her apartment
and live-in help. As this person can
no longer manage her bank account, it
is perfectly reasonable for the BCS to
seek access to her assets to reimburse
the BCS for the current costs adding
up currently to around R$200.000 for
her care, now considerably increased
to cover regular physiotherapy. Once
her assets are exhausted, the NRH
would of course continue to pay for
her care. This is no different from
what happens in the UK.
A complication is that her maid is
suing for possession of the apartment,
so the BCS could end up getting
nothing back. BCS took on this
commitment on the expectation of
gaining access to the value of the
asset, the remainder of which, after
reimbursement, would be applied to
an investment to pay for continuing
care. When the fund is exhausted, care
would be continued. This case is a big
commitment, and had the facts as they
now present themselves been known,
a much different approach might have
been taken. This case is eating our
lunch, and diminishes the ability of the
BCS to look after others cases. If the
judge is not sympathetic to this case,
then a hard decision will have to be
considered. As it is, any investments of
the residual funds are not going to last
very long.
This case also brings into sharp focus
the problems of providing assistance
when property is involved. The legal
system here is not fit for purpose, and
cannot be overcome. What will be
the outcome, if we are not careful, will
be the inability of the BCS to provide
welfare. It is fundamental in all cases to
see the long view. It is also necessary to
know the end game.

WOMEN´S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION (WDA)

The statutes of the Niteroi Rest
Home Fund (NRH Fund) in the
2014 Yearbook p.77 Art.36 I state:
“The objective of the NRH Fund is
exclusively for welfare and charity
in providing: (a) residence with
moral and material support for
needy persons of British citizenship,
resident in the state of Rio de
Janeiro…”
The same reimbursement requirements
apply as for the BCS Welfare fund
above.
Due to previous non-repayment of
loans the BCS welfare committee
has learnt to only release funds to
cover immediate needs and not
in large lump sums. We have also
established that our statutes do
not allow us to provide support to
people who have other assets which
are not being utilised. Where people
have other assets we encourage them
to use these so that we can give
welfare money to cases where there
is genuine need.
Note that the Welfare and NRH Fund
committees have agreed that when a
welfare recipient reaches the age of
75, the expenses will pass to the NRH
Fund account. Also agreed was that
the recipient must be a resident of Rio
(city or state); Commonwealth citizens
are not covered by the NRH Fund;
Brazilian dependents without British
passports are not covered by either
fund.
If anybody feels these statutes are
unreasonable, they are invited to offer
support personally to one (or more)
people who apply for BCS or NRH
Fund welfare but who are rejected as
ineligible. We do get the occasional
case.
Jack Woodall

ST ANDREW SOCIETY
(SAS)
The Quaich golf weekend up in
the highlands at Teresópolis Golf
Club on 30 August was open to St.
Andrew Society, MOGA, BCS, RBL,
American Society and INC members.
All the winners´ names since 1928 are
engraved on the trophy.
The Quaich is the oldest, most
prestigious golf trophy in Brazil.
There will be special prizes, for longest
drive, nearest pin, wooden spoon etc.
Whoever wins the Quaich has to fill

the trophy with the best Scotch whisky
and serve it to the guests on Saturday
evening at the family gathering. Join
in the fun of ceilidh dancing and
serve yourself from the buffet at the
bar in front of a warm log fire. There
will be live entertainment and bagpipe
displays between dances.
The second annual joint BCS/SAS
“Caledonian Ceilidh” will be held in
the Jubilee Hall, Av Real Grandeza
99, Botafogo, on Saturday September
27, starting at 7.00pm. Boletos priced
R$45.00 can be obtained from the BCS
office at <bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br>. Make
your booking now, as there will be no
payments accepted at the door on the
night.
Similar to last year, the Copacabana
Palace Hotel is providing a buffet
table of five star quality sandwiches,
sausage rolls, pies, canapés and cakes.
Music for the popular ceilidh dances
will be by Scotland´s world famous
accordionist, Iain MacPhail. Highland
bagpipes and dancing displays. Cash
bar. Free parking.
The ninth annual joint SAS/MOGA
Macaé Ceilidh in the Sheraton
Hotel Macaé will be on October 4,
priced at R$ 150 each. Cocktails,
buffet and drinks are included in the
price. Music for Scottish dancing
is provided by the Iain MacPhail
Scottish Country Dance Band,
with intervals of lively disco for all
ages. Tickets for the Macae Ceilidh
will soon be on sale from Audrey
at the Scottish Country Dancing
in the Paissandu Club, Leblon any
Tuesday evening after 8pm. Go along
and practice the steps – it´s free! Iain
MacPhail will also be providing live
music for the last country dance
session, which will be on September
30.

CHRISTMAS BAZAAR – At this
time of the year we begin to focus all
our efforts on the next important event
on our agenda – the Christmas Bazaar.
We hope that once again we can
count on your support. This year, the
event is programmed to take place on
Saturday 6th December, starting at 2
pm and will be held in the Jubilee Hall,
Christ Church, Rua Real Grandeza 99,
Botafogo.
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White Elephant Stall - On this stall, we
offer a varied assortment of items, for
personal use as well as for Christmas
gifts. Throughout the year, any items
we receive that are almost new and in
good condition are set aside for this
stall. The ladies of the WDA who are
involved in handicraft work are now
very busy embroidering amongst other
things, hand towels, tea towels, etc.
Christmas Crackers will be decorating
our shelves once again this year.
We do not make much profit from
the sale of these items and they do
involve a lot of work but because we
know how much the children like to
receive a box of crackers at Christmas
time, we continue producing them.
The attached photo shows the ladies
working on the crackers – sorting out
the fillings. From left to right, Mara
Cabral and Guaracy Gigli.
Christmas Goodies – The WDA ladies
responsible for making the Christmas
cakes and puddings have already set
the wheels in motion and the first
batch of cakes has just been made.
Mince pies and jars of mincemeat – for
those who like to make their own - will
also be available.
Marmalades, pickles and chutneys
- These products can be bought any
day during the week within office
hours (9 am to 4.30 pm) and especially
on Tuesday mornings when all the
Working on crackers

The St Andrew Society is grateful
for the support of the British &
Commonwealth Society, Copacabana
Palace Hotel, Price Waterhouse Cooper,
the Macaé Oilmen´s Golf Association,
IRM Services and Iain MacPhail.
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Rio NFL Mix (Rio Times/
American Society)

and more...
ladies are present. They can also be
purchased on Sundays after the Christ
Church services. Please note that as
from 15th October we shall temporarily
be stopping the sale of these products,
to stock up for the Christmas Bazaar.
We produce Sweet and Bitter
Marmalade,
Galego
Lemon
Marmalade, Grapefruit Marmalade,
Apricot Jam, Lemon Curd, Mango
Chutney, Indian Chutney and
Pineapple Relish, Mustard Pickle,
Branston Pickle and Bread & Butter
Pickle.
A substantial amount of the funds
donated to the different charities at
the end of each year comes from the
sale of these products. Please let your
friends and neighbours know they are
available.

The National Football League is about
to kick off its 2014 schedule of games
on Sunday September 7. On that day,
from 1 pm to 1 am, AmSoc members
should head down to the Clover Irish
Pub, Av. Atlântica 3056, Copacabana.
Entrance is free, there are terrific
specials on beer and nibbles, no RSVP
required. Get a group together and
call the Pub (2548-8484) to reserve
one of your team’s games on one of 7
screens. This event is jointly promoted
with The Rio Times, and sponsored by
Budweiser.

US Social Security 101

If you have any of our empty
marmalade/pickles/chutney jars with
the metal tops that we could re-use,
could you please return them to us.
Thank you.
Just to remind you - donations can
be delivered any day during the week
to Karen, secretary, Christ Church,
telephone 2226-7332 or to the BCS
secretary, Gaynor, telephone 25376695, between 8.30am and 4.30 pm.
Please remember that between 2 pm
and 3.30 pm when the school finishes,
cars are not allowed into the grounds.
Thank you for your continued support.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
(AmSoc)
American Society Pancake
Breakfast, one of the most popular

The United States has several Federal
agencies paying benefits: the Social
Security
Administration
(SSA),
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA),
the Department of Labor (DOL),
the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM), Medicare and the Railroad
Retirement Board (RRR).
U.S. Embassies and Consulates
throughout the world offer assistance
regarding these federal benefit paying
agencies and act as intermediaries by
providing information and guidance
about their programs and services to
U.S. citizens and others living abroad.
Of the six agencies, SSA is the largest
that pays beneficiaries residing outside
of the United States. You can find
information about the benefits available
and file online through SSA by visiting
their website, <www.ssa.gov> or by
contacting your local U.S. Consulate—
in Rio, please write to: <riossa@state.
gov>.
Although there is no SSA representative
in Brazil, the Consulates collaborate
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with the San Jose, Costa Rica Federal
Benefit Regional Office to provide
responses to inquiries related to Social
Security.
Need to start receiving benefits?
Social Security offers an online
retirement application that you can
complete in as little as 15 minutes
if you are applying under your own
social security number. It’s so easy.
Visit <www.ssa.gov> and apply online
from the comfort of your home or
office. There’s no need to wait for an
appointment with a Social Security
representative. Social Security will
process your application and contact
you if any further information is
needed. You can use the online
application even if you do not have a
U.S. mailing address.
Not ready to retire yet, but expect to
some day? SSA offers an online service
(“My Social Security Account”) where
you can keep track of your earnings
and verify them every year, get an
estimate of your future benefits if you
are still working, and much more!
Setting up an account is quick, secure,
and easy. Visit <www.ssa.gov> and
create an account. You must be able
to verify some information about
yourself, have a valid E-mail address,
a Social Security number, a U.S., APO,
DPO, or FPO mailing address, and be
at least 18 years of age.
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will also deal with Medicare eligibility.
Further, there will be an opportunity
for one-on-one interviews to answer
inquiries. Check the U.S. Citizen
Services Messages on Consulate’s web
page in mid-September at <http://
brazil.usembassy.gov> for instructions
to RSVP.
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Vivian D. Adebayo
Regional Federal Benefits Officer

Photo: Benjamin Weber
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events in the community, was held
Saturday August 30, 9:30 to 11:30 am,
at Our Lady of Mercy School (OLM)
Botafogo. Lots of people, lots of good
eats, we’ll try to bring pictures to next
month’s Umbrella.

CARIOCA CRICKET CLUB
(CCC)
We’ve received the following letter:
“As you may be aware there is a very
thriving community of cricket in
Poços de Caldas, MG. We have 11
social projects running with over 400
children receiving cricket lessons each
week. We have 4 hardball junior boys
teams and 2 women’s teams competing
regularly.
The Brazilian Cricket Association
been invited to send our U14
and U17 boys teams to represent
Brazil in the upcoming South
American
Championships
in
Buenos Aires on the 10/11/12

of October, competing against
Peru, Argentina and Chile.
This is a great opportunity for the
players and for the cricket project.
Most of those selected have never left
their hometown, let alone the country.”
Carioca Cricket Club are hoping
to generate some more funding for
ABC Junior national Teams, and
so are hosting a Games Night! On
Wednesday, 10th September from
7pm onwards. Address (in Zona Sul)
will be confirmed once we have the
required numbers.

Additionally we plan to have simple
curry and kabab party to go along with
it. WAGS and Guests are allowed. We
shall limit the number to 20-25 guests.
Damage to pocket will be R$50 per
person. This will cover the following:
Chicken tikka; Hariyali chicken tikka;
Murg malai Tikka; Boti kabab; CholeBhature; Beers/soft-drinks.
Please confirm your participation and
if you are bringing any guest along by
sending an email to: <cariocacricket@
gmail.com> .
Vim

Note: Currently, foreign address users
may not create an account; however,
you may still receive a Social Security
statement by completing form SSA7004 “Request For a Social Security
Statement” and mailing to the U.S. No
e-mail, just regular mail.
If you do not have access to the internet
or you are not applying under your
own social security number, you may
contact the U.S. Embassy or Consulate
in your consular district and we will
assist you in contacting the Regional
Federal Benefits Office to answer your
inquiry or initiate your claim. Please
check the contact info/work hours
page at <http://brazil.usembassy.gov/
service/contact-info-/-hours.html> for
the location and working hours of the
American Citizen Services Unit in
your consular district.
Want to learn more about Social
Security? On October 2 the Federal
Benefits representative will be in the
U.S. Consulate General in Rio de
Janeiro conducting a town hall for
the public. This meeting will focus on
Social Security online applications for
retirees, setting up direct deposits, but
7

AQUECE RIO

Jack Woodall

The Aquece Rio – International Sailing
Regatta 2014, the first test event of the
Rio 2016 Olympic and Paralympic
Games, was held at the Marina da
Gloria in early August. Test events are
used to bring the organisation of an
Olympic event and the competitors
together. The organisation of such
a large event will require over 1,000
people to assist in the Olympic Sailing
Competition.

By now we’ve all heard of the “deadly
Ebola virus” epidemic in West Africa
that is alleged to kill 90% of everyone
it infects. How the media love to
sensationalize everything!
The
estimated number of suspected and lab
confirmed cases as of 20 August was
2,600 and the death rate was a bit over
50% (WHO data) -- it would be less if
patients did not leave it so late to go to
hospital, because they are scared they
won’t come out alive. Unfortunately,
those are only the numbers that get
reported – there are suspected to be
very many more, because victims
prefer to die at home where they will
have better care and a traditional
burial, rather than in an isolation ward
and be buried in a white body bag
sprayed with disinfectant and interred
far away in the forest.
The death rate for rabies is 100% unless
you get treated in time. More than
60,000 people die of rabies every year,
mostly in Asia and Africa – and every
year, approximately 29 million people
worldwide receive a post-exposure
vaccination, usually after a dog bite,
to prevent the disease, at an estimated
cost of US$2.1 billion (WHO data). But
nobody gets very worked up about that,
because at least there is a vaccine. For
Ebola, the media love to repeat “There
is no vaccine and no cure.” In fact a
lot of patients in the current epidemic
are being cured by intravenous fluids
and good food, which is what you’ll
be treated with if you come down with
it in Brazil (or the UK or USA or any
country with a decent health system).
Two Americans, a doctor and aid
worker, who got infected in Liberia in
July and survived, were treated with an
experimental antibody cocktail called
ZMapp grown in genetically modified
tobacco plants and were repatriated
back to the USA. They may or may not
have been saved by the drug (an elderly
Spanish missionary who received the
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same drug and was repatriated to Spain
died), and in any case, the only existing
doses of that drug have run out and
further supplies of it and an alternative
drug are not yet available.
The first Briton to get Ebola, reported
on 23 August, is a resident of Sierra
Leone who volunteered as a nurse
and had been treating Ebola patients.
There was a debate about whether
to repatriate him to the Royal Free
Hospital in London, which has been
specially prepared to keep Ebola cases
in isolation and treat them.
But you are not going to get infected
unless you go to West Africa and come
into close contact with somebody
who’s already sick, or you are a
volunteer not wearing PPE (personal
protective equipment of impermeable
apron over sterile gown, cloth mask
(not a respirator), hood, goggles or
face shield, rubber boots and double
gloves). Or in close contact with
somebody recently arrived from there
who falls ill here.
The Brazilian Ministry of Health has an
excellent Q&A page about Ebola on its
website at <http://www.blog.saude.gov.
br/index.php/570-destaques/34270perguntas-e-respostas-ebola>
(in
Portuguese). At the end it says (in
translation):
“13 - What if a traveler from these
African countries has symptoms already
in our country?
Should the traveler arrive during
the incubation period, in which the
infection is still undetectable, and only
show the symptoms of the disease after
arrival in the country, the health service
that is sought by this patient should
immediately report the case to the
Municipality or State or the Secretary
of Health Surveillance, Ministry of
Health. Having identified that it is a
suspected case, measures to protect
the health professionals involved in
the care of the
case will have
already
been
adopted, and how
to avoid infection
of others. The
Ministry
of
Health receives
daily information
from
WHO
to assess the
situation of the
Ebola outbreak

Ebola virus

in West Africa and recommend
appropriate measures for the protection
of our country.”
Brazil has taken preventive measures
months ago, e.g. by this notice (original
in Portuguese):
“Ebola is an immediately notifiable
disease and should be reported by the
health professional or service providing
the initial patient care, by the quickest
means available, in accordance with
Ordinance No. 1271, of June 6, 2014.
All suspected cases should be reported
immediately to health authorities of
municipal secretariats, and the State
Secretariat of Health Surveillance by
one of the following means: phone
0800.644.6645
preferred;
email
<notifica@saude.gov.br> or electronic
form on the SVS site <http://formsus.
datasus.gov.br/site/formulario.php?id_
aplicacao=6742>.”
On 9 August, Brazilian airports
started announcements, without
mentioning Ebola, advising arriving
passengers who develop symptoms of
fever, diarrhea and hemorrhage to go
to the health services and tell them
where they have been in the past few
weeks. Meanwhile, seven Nigerians,
released from prison in São Paulo,
have been asking for a temporary
stay of expulsion because they were
frightened to return to their country
due to the Ebola epidemic.

Three hundred and twenty four sailors
from thirty-four nations and two
hundred and fifteen racing craft will
take part in the largest Olympic sailing
competition ever held in Brazil.
The sport of sailing requires early test
events, especially so that the sailors can
understand the mysteries of Guanabara
Bay. Five Olympic race course areas
will be used in the regatta, of which
three courses are inside Guanabara Bay
with the other two outside the bay in
open water.
The Aquece regatta offers Olympic
sailors an opportunity to gauge the
conditions and circumstances that may
be present in 2016. Although for many
sailors Guanabara bay is new territory,
many have visited Rio de Janeiro

Heading to the start line

Sport

Health

WILL EBOLA STRIKE BRAZIL?

before to get some early training in
what is a difficult bay to race, and some
of the teams and sailors have hours of
Rio practice and race time under their
belt. To feel comfortable racing, it is
important to spend enough time on
the Olympic waters to feel comfortable.
This event provides a great opportunity
to gain a better understanding of
the conditions, which will vary quite
considerably depending on the race
course. We certainly can expect strong
currents, shifty winds and flatter waters
on the inside courses, ocean waves
on the outer courses, with a mild sea

breeze development most predominant
during this period.
The test regatta for the Rio 2016
event also brings the key officials and
the volunteer workforce together to
ensure the smooth organisation of this
premier event. It is a great credit to the
organisers to have two test events (in
2014 and 2015) to ensure the success
of the games.
Colin Reed
(who will be assisting the event as an
ISAF Equipment Inspector)

So no need for us to have nightmares
about Ebola in Brazil.
PS Important notice: Médecins Sans
Frontières (MSF – Doctors Without
Borders) is appealing for doctors
and nurses to spend 6-8 week tours
at their isolation hospitals in West
Africa. To apply go to <http://www.
doctorswithoutborders.org/work-us/
work-field/applying-msf>. In 30 years
of responding to Ebola outbreaks in
Africa, MSF have never lost a doctor or
nurse to Ebola.
[Jack Woodall is a virologist who has
worked in the lab with yellow fever,
Bolivian hemorrhagic fever, CongoCrimean hemorrhagic fever and other
nasties, in Amazonia and Africa.]
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NAN CARIOCA

SILÊNCIO!

Spice in Rio

EWA PROCTER

NAN HIRSCH
Today, my article deals with a different
kind of play. A play I watched on its
opening night, and that I found very
moving.
lots, lots and lots of pepper, even on
the courtesy gyoza appetizer offered
by the house. The mixed drinks are
fun and tasty, worth trying at least one
to quench the bittersweet affliction
imposed by the generous use of pepper.

They are coming to Rio. Some might
say, “Oh, it’s just another Japanese
restaurant!” True. Except that
nowadays the concept is as flexible
and embracing as it can be. Menus are
crafted to please customers and, for
instance, petits gateaux with ice cream
or papaya creams are added to the list
of desserts to attract Brazilians and
dare them to try something new.
The novelty that is soon to arrive in
our beautiful city already has addresses
in Mexico, Peru, Chile, Argentina,
São Paulo and Caxias do Sul in Rio
Grande do Sul. Their name is Osaka
and the food served is a mix - fusion,
if it pleases you - of Thai, Japanese,
Chinese and… Peruvian! Yes, you read
that right, don’t hunt for your glasses!
Not even the Pacific Ocean was able to
separate Asian from South American

cuisine!
The menus are basically the same in
all of their establishments, and in this
fashion chef Carlos Alata, from Peru,
intends to open Osaka’s doors in Rio:
with classical Peruvian ceviches (raw
fish marinated with lemon) which
you may choose one or savour various
small samples; or offering truffled
salmon with parmesan mousse; and
your choice of spicy sour shrimps.
Tai Ebi are prawns that come in big
china spoons, and they bring tears of
happiness to your eyes. The salmon
tartar with passion fruit sauce is also to
die for; the scallops parmigiana served
on shells made the diners at the next
table applaud.
You will find quinoa garnishing fish
of all types and (brace yourselves!)

ADVERTISE IN THE UMBRELLA

If the owners of Osaka intend to keep
the same level of service offered in São
Paulo, the waiters will be very attentive,
speaking clearly (lately there is a flock
of waiters around Rio’s restaurants
who one can barely understand!),
explaining all the dishes perfectly and
always ready to offer help.
Pricewise, however, we do not have
good news to report. It is a known
fact that the cost of life in São Paulo
is cheaper than Rio de Janeiro (except
for the taxi fares) and Osaka’s tab was
not (dare we say it?) easy to swallow.
The tab for two waters, one caipirinha,
one bottle of white wine, one classical
ceviche, two plates of sushi, one Tai
Ebi, one Spicy Sour Shrimp, one
mousse, and two teas was R$426 before
the obligatory 10% service charge.
So, you ask, what’s the address in Rio
where it will open? Sadly, we don’t yet
have this fundamental information,
but we promise to let you know as soon
as Osaka’s PR divulges it!
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At a time when there is war between
Israel and Palestine, to have a Brazilian
writer bring the audience a play based
on the Jews, may seem inappropriate
to some. Renata Mizrahi, the author, is
Jewish; however, her play has nothing
to do with the war, rather with the old
family traditions, things that happened
in the past, and that are independent of
recent happenings.
The play’s background has to do with
young Jewish girls from Eastern Europe
who arrived in Brazil either at the end
of the 19th Century, or at the beginning
of the 20th Century, looking for a better
life and opportunities. When these
dreams did not come through, many of
them finished by becoming prostitutes
in the New World: they were known as
the “polacas” (meaning from Poland).
This is not the main theme of the play,
but it’s important background.
The action takes place during a
Shabat dinner. For those who are
not familiar with Jewish traditions,
I can only mention that the Shabat is
a very important occasion for many
Jews. Shabat celebrates the rest and
peace of Saturdays, the Sabbath day.
Here we have a family dinner: father,
mother, two daughters, grandfather,
grandmother; plus the fiancé of one of
the daughters who has not yet arrived.
“He is very busy at work”, explains the
young girl. “But it is Shabat!” says the
enraged grandmother. “He should be
with us tonight, not at the office!”
The family goes through a lot of
arguing, the grandmother get most
upset as her husband does not stop
drinking, and hardly participates
in their conversation. “Silêncio!” is
a play dealing with affection, love,
disagreements and bickering. During
the action, the family discovers that one
of the daughters is working on research
about the famous “polacas”, something
they are not at all happy about. But
when Esther the grandmother finds
out that grandfather David is the
one who wants to write a book, and
is helping his granddaughter become
familiar with this “unsavory business”,
things get out of control. Obviously,

there are many revelations during the
play, but I will not let you know what
they are, as it would be a spoiler!
Young Renata Mizrahi, who wrote
the play, also directs it, together with
Priscila Vidca. Before arriving at the
final text, Renata was very much in
doubt as to how to broach the subject
of the “polacas” – although Jewish, she
admits being non-religious, even if she
grew up in a Jewish family and studied
in Jewish schools. But “Silêncio!” is not
a typically Brazilian or Jewish play – it
is a universal one!
If translated, it would probably be
successful in the United States or in
Europe. In addition to its theme, the
characters are real, their relationships
something that happens at family
reunions, and there is an air of
mystery prevailing the entire action.
As Leon Tolstoy (1828-1910) said in
“Anna Karenina”: “All happy families
resemble each other, each unhappy
family is unhappy in its own way.”
The entire cast is very good. However,
I would like to make special mention
of Suzana Faini, as Esther, and Vicente
Coelho, the missing fiancé who only
comes on stage at the very end of
the Shabat dinner. During his brief
appearance he sings typical Jewish
melodies. The interesting thing – I
asked him myself – is that he is not
Jewish!
“Silêncio!” was playing at the SESC
Copacabana, Rua Domingos Ferreira,
160. However, at all SESC sponsored

Renata Mizrahi

theatres the runs are very short: so
“Silêncio!” was presented only between
August 1st and 24th. The Quondam
Editor always comments to me on the
shortness of theatre runs in Brazil!
But, the good news is that after those
short runs, SESC plays usually move to
other theatres. On opening night the
audience of “Silêncio!” was promised
that the play will re-open at the Teatro
Tom Jobim, Rua Jardim Botânico,
1008, in October. So, don’t miss it, even
if you did not have a chance to see it at
SESC. At the moment, I am unable to
let you know about the price of tickets
for this second run; I recently learned
that the Jardim Botânico, where the
theatre is located, will no longer have a
parking for theatre audiences; I believe
there will be parking just across the
road.
(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a
theatre translator, and a Board Member
of the Instituto Cultural Chiquinha
Gonzaga.
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The Scottish Referendum [and “Purdah”]
On Thursday, September 19, the question that will be
put to voters in Scotland is: “Should Scotland be an
independent country?” It’s a simple “yes/no” question, but
the consequences of either vote are not simple.

Perhaps surprising is that the criterion does include some
400,000 “English” who live in Scotland, as well as citizens
of Ireland and other EU countries, and members of any of
the Commonwealth countries with leave to remain in the
UK, as long as they’re registered to vote. The age limit is
16, two years lower than it has been in prior UK elections.
On the 1st August, Trever and Mary Jean Job commemorated
their Golden Wedding Anniversary, with a “Crepe
Champagne” Party, along with 55 dear friends, at their home
in Barra. There was a tent in the garden, where the younger

generation gathered & even a full moon in the sky! The party
ended in the early hours of the morning!
The Umbrella congratulates and salutes the happy couple!

On Tuesday, August 19, Mr Alex Ellis, the UK Ambassador
to Brazil, visited Rio to give a talk on the Scottish
Referendum. Mr Ellis, who admitted to “mixed” birth (one
English and one Scottish parent) started his talk by saying
he was “British” by both birth and choice, and supported
the British Government position on the referendum, which
is admittedly not neutral: it is firmly against independence.
Mr Ellis, after his introduction, explained that the contest
was often couched in terms of “heart vs head”, meaning
Scots hearts were for “Yes” but Scots heads were for “No”.

He rejected this dichotomy, in part based upon his personal
history of having both countries firmly in his heart, ever
since his youth, and in part on the shared cultural history of
the two nations in the more than 300 years since Scotland
joined the United Kingdom.
He pointed out that, if “yes” is successful, the British
government has taken the position that an independent
Scotland will not be able to use the pound Sterling as its
currency. Further, based upon his three years’ experience
working on EU expansion to 27 members, Scotland will
certainly have to apply for EU membership. While Scotland
seems to fulfill the prerequisites, the process will take quite
some time.
With respect to a “no” vote being successful, Mr Ellis
expects that negotiations will continue towards devolving
more governmental powers to Scotland, which has been
proceeding since a 1997 referendum approved devolution.
Important issues will include sharing the revenue of the
declining North Sea oil fields, and the amount of income
tax to be received by Scotland.
After his talk, Mr Ellis replied to numerous questions from
the audience; his answer to many of those was a respectful
“I don’t know.” As he explained it, the referendum only
concerns the very first step, i.e. whether a majority of
registered voters resident in Scotland desire independence.

The bride’s parents Chris and Audrey Hieatt, the happy couple Sharon and Gary, and the groom’s parents Ann and Alan Carter

On August 24th the Hieatt family
gathered at Broyle Place in Lewes,
East Sussex, for the wedding of Chris
and Audrey’s daughter Sharon, now
Mrs Carter. Flying from Brazil were,
besides the bride’s proud parents,
brothers Tom and Brent, sister-in-law
Mariana and long-time friend Marcia
Fialho (who had the opportunity of
taking these lovely pictures). Page
boys and bridesmaids were Sharon’s
children Elvis and Olivia, along with
Gary’s nephew and niece Thomas and
Holly. Maid of Honour was Lindsey
(née Allan) Bottle. It was a perfect
sunny day full of happiness followed
by an evening of joyful dancing. Olivia
enchanted the guests singing “Garota
de Ipanema” with the band for the
bride and groom’s first dance. The
Umbrella wishes Sharon and Gary a
long and happy life together.

Elections in Scotland

Rio Here, There and Everywhere
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One issue that has arisen is “who can vote?” The answer,
after much debate, was that voters must be resident in
Scotland and officially registered as voters by September
2. That criterion not only excludes some 700,000 persons
born in Scotland but living in England but all those living
outside the UK—meaning those here in Brazil.

[Editor’s note: “Purdah” in British elections is the period
preceding an election in which the government and civil
servants are prohibited from speaking on any controversial
election issue; the “purdah” period for the referendum
began Friday August 22 and lasts until the voting results
are announced. The Umbrella editors were present when
Ambassador Ellis spoke on August 19; the FCO has
confirmed that although the government cannot publish
any information on the referendum, The Umbrella is free to
report on what was said before purdah began.]

ADVERTISE IN THE UMBRELLA

Thomas and Elvis

Olivia and Holly

Lindsey
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The Umbrella explains the numbers
Brazilian elections will occur on the
first and last Sundays of October, but
the official campaign season began
August 19th, when TV announcements
began to hit the air. This is a primer
on what is being contested, with some
supplemental information on what the
numbers mean.

Elections in Brazil

Every four years, Brazilians vote for
the following offices: President/Vice
President, 27 Federal Senators, 513
Federal Deputies, 27 State Governors
and countless State Deputies. All
candidates are elected for 4-year terms,
except senators, who serve 8-year terms.
Municipal elections also occur every
four years, but they are held during the
mid-term of national elections.
Brazil has 27 states (counting the Federal
District as a state) and each state has 3
federal senators; as a result, alternating
quadrennial elections elect either one or
two senators. This year only one senator
will be elected from each state, as 4
years ago 2 from each state were elected.
Senators are elected in a “first past the
post” system, meaning that whichever
candidate wins the most votes in that
state will be declared the winner, even if
the winner does not have a majority of
the votes cast.
Voting rules for President and Governor,
however, are significantly different. On
the first voting round (October 5th),
candidates who receive a majority of all
valid votes cast will be declared winners.
If no candidate receives this majority,
there will be a second round (October
26th) where the two top vote-getters
will square off against each other. Most
pundits are predicting that there will be
a run-off election for President, and for
Governor of the State of Rio de Janeiro.
That’s the easy part; the federal and
state houses of deputies are much
more complicated, at least for those of
us who grew up where representatives
in Parliament or Congress must come
from a specific electoral district—the
“first past the post” system applies in
each district. Not so in Brazil.
Here, each state is an electoral district.
Each political party (there are over 30
registered this year) can nominate for
federal or state deputy up to 150% of
the spaces on offer. So, in the State of
Acre, which has 8 federal deputies, each
party can nominate 12 candidates. You
immediately ask: Why would parties
do that, rather than concentrate their
firepower behind one or two candidates?
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LETTER TO EDITOR ON PASSPORTS

The answer is almost straightforward—
the 8 places to be selected in Acre are
divided up amongst the political parties,
on a proportional basis. First you add
up all the votes for the candidates of a
party, then you see what proportion
those are of the total. 25% entitles that
party to 2 seats out of 8. The two places
go to those who garnered the most votes
within the party total.
This same proportional “party list”
system is also used for choosing state
legislators. The entire state is one
electoral district, and the parties divvy
up the available seats in proportion to
the total party votes.
The system can create anomalies,
notably in São Paulo. In 1998, an
excentric candidate known as Enéas
managed to accumulate 1.5 million
votes for federal deputy; this entitled his
party PRONA, otherwise unknown, to 3
seats as federal deputies. The other two
seats went to party members receiving
under 10,000 votes, even though there
were several dozen candidates (from
other parties) who received many times
that many votes.
The other surprising feature of Brazil’s
election system is that it foresees the
existence of “suplentes” or substitutes,
for legislative positions. Each Senator
gets two “suplentes” who automatically
assume his/her seat if the senator is
elected to an executive position (e.g.
mayor of a town), resigns mid-term or
is ill. Surprisingly, almost one quarter
of the Senators now in office were
“suplentes”, meaning they themselves
never received a single vote.
In the case of Federal and State Deputies,
there are also “suplentes” available
for occasional vacancies in office. The
suplentes are those candidates who
received votes, but not enough to gain a
seat. If a Deputy’s seat becomes vacant,
the top vote-getting suplente from that
Deputy’s party automatically takes over
the seat. The justification for this is
two-fold: (a) voters choose a party, so
it should continue to hold that seat; and
(b) there is no need for elections in the
middle of a four year term.
So, now that you’re thoroughly confused,
on to the numbers that you cannot help
but see all over town on posters, and on
TV when the “free” election time is on.
All Brazilian political parties (currently
at least 30 have elected some public
official) are assigned a two-digit number

Letters
I’d like to say that I’ve recently had very good service from
HM Passport Office:
I sent my application off to Durham on the 19th July and,
pleasantly surprised, I received my new passport, all bright
& shiny, by DHL in Rio yesterday, August 13th.
Admittedly, I followed the on-line guidelines to the letter,
sending everything exactly as requested.
Denys Kisch-Walters
Letter to his sons, with a copy to the Quondam.

when they are formed. This number is
used by all candidates affiliated with
that party during elections. Some of the
better-known numbers are 13, 40 and
45, the parties of the major candidates
for President (PT, PSB and PSDB).
Other major parties have numbers 15,
11, 12, 14 and 25, but no candidate
for President (PMDB, PP, PDT, PTB
and DEM) because they are in a
coalition with the three parties running
candidates.
This year, you will see candidate
posters with either 2 digit, 4 digit or 5
digit numbers. The 2 digit numbers
are reserved for those elections where
a simple plurality of votes means the
candidate wins—President, Governor
and Senator. (If there were two senators
being elected, there would be a 3-digit
number, e.g. 451 and 452 to distinguish
the candidates.)
The four-digit numbers (e.g. 1313)
designate candidates from party #13
for Federal Deputy, and the fivedigit numbers (e.g. 45123) designate
candidates for state deputy. They often
appear together on posters, generally
with an indication of which presidential
or gubernatorial candidate they support.
The leadership of each party determines
the numbers allotted to its candidates.
Voting in Brazil is optional for citizens
between ages 16 and 18, as well as those
who are 70 or over. It is mandatory for
citizens between 18 and 70. But, as you’ll
see in the next paragraph, “mandatory”
is relative.
To explain, we’ll close with the most
insignificant number in any election.
It’s R$3,50—the amount of the fine that
you pay if you don’t vote in an election,
and don’t go along to your local polling
station/precinct within 60 days after
the election to prove you couldn’t vote
because you were ill or traveling.

Caros Stephen and David,
Hoje é domingo, dia 24 de agosto de 2014, the day on which,
60 years ago, Brazil’s President Getúlio Dornelles Vargas
killed himself in Rio’s Catete Presidential Palace. [From
Wikipedia: «Vargas served as President of Brazil, first as
dictator, from 1930 to 1945, and in a democratically elected
term from 1951 until his suicide in 1954.»] Obviously, the
event and its repercussions made a great impression on a
very impressionable 12-year-old. The event›s antecedents,
the event itself, and the surrounding weeks of commentary
served as a topic for intense discussions at home, church and
school. Remembrances follow.
With love, Dad.
Remembrance 1:
Among the direct, personal connections to this event
were that a few years earlier my father – as you know, a
professional artist and graduate of the Royal Academy of
Fine Arts in Budapest – had worked on a series of mostly
green, yellow, blue (for Brazil) and black (for “petróleo”)
posters “illustrating” and advertising President Vargas’s
populist and very well-publicized creation of the stateowned, nationalized oil industry – “O Petróleo é Nosso.»
When I asked at my Brazilian high school what all that
meant, I was told it meant that Brazil›s mineral and energy
wealth should not go to foreign capitalists, as it belongs
«to the people.» I was also told that Vargas – the “Father
of the Poor”/”O Pai dos Pobres” – did everything he could
to change things and make life better for average and poor
Brazilians.
Remembrance 2:
Despite its large ethnic German and Italian population of
first-, second- and even-earlier-generation of immigrants,
Brazil joined the Allies in 1942 and sent troops to fight in
Italy. After attending the World Cup games during July, 2014,
you Stephen probably remember our return to Salvador’s
international airport through the lush bamboo-covered
road by the sand dunes. And how, while being driven for

miles between and under the thick, dense growth – a true
bambuzal – our taxi driver volunteered that the airport “is
old” and was built by the Americans during World War II.
He then added that the bamboo was planted to create a cover
to help hide Brazilian and U.S. Air Force planes which were
used to patrol the South Atlantic and transported Brazil’s
Expeditionary Force troops to West and North Africa, then
on to Italy.
Remembrance 3:
The next more-or-less direct connection to us was the
famous early August 1954 incident on Rua Tonelero, our first
home after Ilha das Flores. Carlos Lacerda, an opposition
newspaper editor, candidate for Congress and a fierce critic
of the Vargas regime, was wounded in the foot on August 5th
during an attack which killed Air Force Major Rubens Vaz,
sparking fury among the Brazilian military. The driver of the
getaway car was later arrested and confessed that one of the
killers was the President’s personal bodyguard.
By that time, I was already writing, editing and illustrating
our hand-written family weekly; my one big role model and
hero was that great journalist, Carlos Lacerda. For years
following the attempted assassination, I’d regularly read
his newspaper: Tribuna da Imprensa. In fact, for decades
thereafter, whenever I had the opportunity, I’d always look
for it and continue to sample his pamphleteering and
opinion pieces.
Rembrance 4:
Vargas’s suicide on August 24, 1954, his dramatic “farewell
note” and the tremendously emotional popular outpouring
of sentiment made a huge impression on me. The famous
last lines read: “Serenely, I take my first step on the road to
eternity and I leave life to enter history.”
Peter Janos Kurz
[Quondam Editor’s Post-script: Vargas shot himself in the
chest on August 24, 1954 in the Catete Palace in Flamengo.
Now on exhibit in the Palace Museum, after an absence
of 5 years, is his nightshirt with a bullet hole in the breast,
alongside the Colt revolver and the fatal bullet.]

Don’t miss your Umbrella!
Always keep your address updated.
Contact the BCS Office: 21 2537-6695
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SEPTEMBER
06 BCS Beatles Night (Jubilee Hall)
07 Rio NFL Mix (Clover Irish Pub)
10 Carioca Cricket Club fundraiser
17 Canadian Happy Hour (Amir Restaurant)
22 Deadline for Umbrella submissions
24 Rosh Hashanah begins
30 Scottish Dancing w/ Ian MacPhail (Paissandu)
OCTOBER
03 Beatles Chorus (Sociedade Polonesa)
03 Yom Kippur begins
04 Macaé Ceilidh (Sheraton Macaé)
05 Brazil Elections (first round)
19 Brazil Summer Time begins
22 Beatles Chorus (Espaço Cultural Olho da Rua)
25 TBS PTA International Festival (Botafogo Site)
26 Brazil Elections (second round)
NOVEMBER
01 Remembrance Service at Gamboa cemetery
07 RBL Poppy Ball or Dinner
09 Remembrance Day Service (Christ Church)
13 Oxford & Cambridge Dinner
18 SCWC 3 Peaks Challenge
20 Brazilian Holiday (“Dia do Zumbi”)
27 AmSoc Thanksgiving Dinner (JW Marriott)
DECEMBER
04 TBS Carol Service (Christ Church & Jubilee Hall)
06 WDA Christmas Bazaar

* Canadian Happy Hour every third Wednesday of each
month, 6-8pm
*Key to Abbreviations (alphabetical):
AmSoc = American Society
BBF = British Burial Fund
BCS = British and Commonwealth
CC = Christ Church
EARJ = American School
InC = International Club of Rio
OLM = Our Lady of Mercy School
RBL = Royal British Legion
RIS = Rio International School
SAS = St. Andrews Society
SCM = Society of Choral Music
TBS = The British School
WDA = Women’s Diocesan Association

Classified ads

Calendar

27 Caledonian Ceilidh (Jubilee Hall)

* Scottish Country Dancing every Tuesday evening,
8-10pm

SERVICES

Analytical or Short-Term PSYCHOTHERAPY - VIVIANE RICHARDSON.
experience with expatriated and cross-cultural issues. Lived
many years overseas: Canada, Singapore, UK and USA. BrazilianBritish CLINICAL Psychologist (license:crP-05.33022). MAster OF
arts, Aberdeen University, UK. master of LINGUISTICS • bilingualism, PUC-Rio. appointment by phone (21) 9966.9494
or e-mail: vivianerichardson@gmail.com

REAL ESTATE

Ubatuba - short term rent, 2 bedroom house 50 metres from
Enseada beach.Ideal for families. Sleeps 5/7. For info call Gerard
(012) 3842-3420, email: gerarddelaney97@yahoo.co.uk

DEADLINE

for our October 2014 issue
is Monday, 22nd September
Have you got your 2014 BCS Yearbook?
Contact the BCS office! 021 2537-6695
bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br

08 SCM Christmas Concert (Christ Church)
13 BCS Christmas Party (Jubilee Hall)
14 Christ Church Carol Service
15 Sing-along Messiah (Christ Church)
16 EARJ last day of 2nd Quarter
18 TBS C11 Graduation (Christ Church & Jubilee Hall)
19 TBS Last Day Term 2
21 All Saints Niteroi Carols and Communion
25 Christmas Family Communion Christ Church
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